Clinically meaningful improvement in symptoms and quality of life for patients with non-small-cell lung cancer receiving gefitinib in a randomized controlled trial.
PURPOSE Evaluation of disease-related symptom improvement rate by the Lung Cancer Subscale (LCS) of the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Lung (FACT-L) questionnaire was a coprimary end point of the pivotal phase II trial of gefitinib (Iressa; AstraZeneca, Wilmington, DE) conducted in the United States. This report includes the results of analyses exploring the relationship between weekly LCS scores and radiographic response and survival, as well as detailed protocol-specified analysis of symptom and quality-of-life data. PATIENTS AND METHODS In this trial, 216 symptomatic patients with advanced non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) who had at least two prior chemotherapy regimens received gefitinib 250 or 500 mg/d. Disease-related symptoms were assessed weekly and quality of life was assessed monthly by LCS and FACT-L, respectively. Results Symptom improvement was rapid and correlated with tumor response and survival. At the recommended gefitinib dose of 250 mg/d, median overall survival times were 13.6 and 4.6 months for patients with and without symptom improvement, respectively, and 9.7 months for patients with symptom improvement without tumor response. Among patients with stable disease or disease progression, those with symptom improvement had significantly better overall survival than those without improvement. At 250 mg/d, 30% of patients showed a quality-of-life improvement that was correlated with tumor response. CONCLUSION This triadic analysis of response, survival, and symptom data supports the hypothesis that tumor response and symptom response are related and that each predicts survival. Among these NSCLC patients treated with gefitinib, symptom improvement was complementary to and, for most patients, preceded evidence of radiographic regression.